Technology might just be a contemporary solution to the ever-growing gap between younger student generations and the teaching systems in Art Education, which has led to lowest levels ever of attending students in modern artistic education in Romania. In our opinion, a potential solution is to approach artistic transposition technologies from two perspectives: first, implementing existing digital technologies, and adapting them to a competitive Art Education system correlated with realities in the labor market -3D scanning and printing, augmented reality, graphic and concept design on digital support, unconventional materials, online and social media documentation, smart-phone creative applications, constant involvement in creative and participatory projects, artistic research and experimentation. The second perspective involves traditional technologies, or creatively identified as expired technologies -those of the industrial age of the last century. Those are part of the history and already developed aesthetic and cultural potential, at least for the Visual Arts -e.g. Typewriter Art. We may consider as object of study for Visual Arts a whole post-industrial archive -blueprints, designs, and accessible artifacts of the age. Through Artistic Research methods we are able to facilitate the practice of contemporary art technologies and democratize access to creativity, originality and experimental knowledge in a highly professional field, deeply dependent on abilities and skills whose traditional development is today prohibitive expensive -resources, time and a global labor market with requirements already adapted to contemporary creative realities.
The Artistic Research in the context of contemporary art education.
Artistic research is still a novelty in contemporary art universities. The ultimate goal is to close the gap between science and art and to create a functional scientific paradigm across modern university research. It looks and sounds maybe utopian, but we take into account the premise that technology (before digital and cutting edge modern) could slowly narrow this gap by applying, developing and mixing various emerging technologies in the context of contemporary Visual Arts and culture. The artistic research is by definition multi-disciplinary, practicing cross sections and shifting perception over the cultural phenomenon, forming a contemporary university discipline whose modus operandi is practice-based and practice driven over area of contemporary culture. (Klein, 2010) .
Even natural scientific research alone is very diverse in its objects, methods and products, as McAllister (2004) notes. How much more this applies to research including the humanities and social sciences, and further industrial, market or opinion research. Not surprisingly, this is also true for artistic research. Among the authors cited here, there is agreement that this diversity has to be preserved against efforts to canonical restrictions. (...) Art without research is lacking an essential foundation, as this is the case for science. As cultural developments, both live on the balance between tradition and innovation. Tradition without research would be blind takeover, and innovation without research would be pure intuition. Wherever scientists do not research but teach, judge, advise, treat, apply, or talk more or less telegenically (hence: "PUSH"… the button), they might still operate science -but if they undertook this all without research, they were not quite in their cause. The same can be said of artists. On the other hand it is clear that not all art quite counts as research, as little as this is the case for science
According to the UNESCO definition, research is "any creative systematic activity undertaken in order to increase the stock of knowledge, including knowledge about humanity, culture and society, and the use of this knowledge to devise new applications." (OECD, 2008) .
Artistic research is more than welcome in the process of art education, due to its methods superposition on university teaching and learning: searching, archiving, collecting, interpreting and explaining, modeling, experimenting. Research and critical thinking are the main ingredients to gradually fracture the protochronism of a tradition defined today by form without substance. It also motivates teaching staff, usually artists themselves, to stay connected to realities and trends of contemporary Visual Arts -each generation of students brings new challanges, ideas and concepts imposed by contemporary culture. There is even a project fully dedicated to Artistic Research: The Journal for Artistic Research (JAR) (SAR, n.d.) .
Methods of Artistic Research in contemporary Visual Arts.
Any notable work of art is well established by the taxonomy of Art History, including the contemporary Visual Arts. And yet, most important for the methods of artistic research is the story behind the object, the artist and the context; in fact, the process of the work of art is the drive and usually produce a body of material that stand as keystone to future evolution and research. This body of material consists of sketches, objects, documentation, drawings, photographs, videos, audiotapes, texts, research diaries and so on; all in all it becomes a public record of the phenomena available to anyone performing a research on the topics. Behind the work of art, the ideas, concepts and context, there is always the technology of object in the making -traditionally analogue, postmodern or cutting edge digital and contemporary; as insiders and knowing the result, the technology of transposition, the artist's background and the founding concepts, we are able to investigate, research, formulate and propose alternative visions, explanations and perceptions aver the subjects investigated. Direct methods of artistic research are based on documentation over internet and books/art albums, about the works/objects of art, artists, concepts and context; method is considered the supporter and stimulator of the researcher's intuitive ideas: case studies, media analysis, practice-based & practice-led research, art practice as research, creative research.
This study aims to explain how artistic transposition technologies originating from traditional, postmodern and contemporary technology applications could become the main drive for the evolution of art education at the beginning of this century.
Most of case studies and art works presented relate mainly to the sculptural potential of artefacts, investigated through artistic research methods. The typology of artifacts mentioned or analyzed in here has as a common denominator the diversity of the technological processes through The Typewriter Art.
In contemporary artistic education, the typewriter art is the ideal example for the values of a traditional technology (once high-tech, cutting edge technology), now completely overcome, but with a great potential for contemporary art, including artistic experimentation. Fascinating however, is the former ideological status of this artifact, especially behind the Iron Curtain -that is why the typewriter art is also a symbol for freedom of expression, in extreme ideological context. And these are the facts: although necessary for any developing country, the typewriter was considered an unsafe ideological object, due to its ability to spread personal ideas, outside of state control, dangerous as a weapon, so all its characters, mainly the letters and every other signs are considered fingerprints, identifiable by forensic type analysis. So during the communist era, the typewriter had to be registered with the Police/People"s Militia, with a firearm-like registration procedure, which included a document page typed with all the characters of the machine that had to be kept for any possible investigation or identification process, like a forensic ballistic test.
The typewriter had a modern artistic potential from the beginning. In 1900, was already published a manual/handbook for the Typewriter Artobviously promoted as a commercial and marketing artifact -adding personal and artistic value for an extremely complex and expensive object, even more desirable if is addressed to personal creativity. Not only a tool, but also an object for fun, creativity, skills; a specialized, complex, mechanical artifact with which one interact and becomes an extension of personality, opening a new fantasy world for everyone. (Tullett, 2014: 12-13 ).
This article is mainly about the potential of technologiescontemporary, modern, mainstream and even outdated -as vectors of learning in contemporary artistic education, in the effort of finding solutions for the ever growing gap between artistic tradition, students and contemporary artistic realities of the 21 th century and its labor market. During art classes and workshops, children, students and adults alike are mesmerized by typewriters, especially by functional ones. They instantly interact with them, even if they don't understand how it works. They are also amused by the presentation of typewriter as the ancestor of smartphone, text message, and digital printer -the only similar object, in terms of formal analogy, is for them the computer keyboard. In fact, with the typewriter, not the artistic product is fascinating, but the process itselfall the articulations and the strictly mechanical interactions. The process of typing is now widely artistic, not only the artifact, as printed/typed sheet of paper. (Tullett, 2014: 13-15) .
The art of the typewriter refers not only to the process and the printed/typed artefact, although the latter is the backbone of this artistic and technological typology, through the infinite variants of schemes and compositional structures that use letters or graphic signs. The artifact itself, the typewriter, is a vector for artistic education in the area of contemporary sculptural object. Beyond readymade status, the typewriter can be systematically deconstructed, teardown in the amazing complexity of all its mechanical parts, in the style of Todd McLellan, in his famous interactive art project, Things Come Apart (McLellan, 2013) . The next step to this deconstruction process is obviously to reconstruct it into the compositional structure of a contemporary sculptural object, depending on the student's imagination. It is an exercise which, depending on the creative and technological appetite of the students, I proposed in my teaching activity to be studied and developed to almost every generation, with extremely interesting results.
Artifacts produced by this form of art and artistic research are mainly of three types: graphic art, three-dimensional objects/sculpture and process art, performance, installation art. The graphic art of the typewriter is found on a multitude of media, colors and formats, starting from the classic A4 sheet; usually the printed letter acquires the status of the visual module, sort of pixel, the basic component of a machine drawing, determined by the limitations and the creative challenges of thetypewriter, which evolves as technological support of a contemporary art form. The sculpture, threedimensional object is usually the typewriter itself, functional or not, deconstructed and reconstructed by adding readumade elements or other media facts -colors, textures, shapes, etc. The resulting sculptural object can be just the icon of a typewriter, such as Claes Oldenburg's Soft Typewriter, Ghost Version (ArtStack, n.d.) made of vinyl. The third stage of artistic manifestation of the typewriter technology as artefactual medium refers to the aesthetic qualities of the artistic process, performance and installation; letter printing, drawing by letters, full-analogue mechanical action becomes art in itself, recorded and documented visually and audibly -keyboard sounds can be structured and processed in musical schemes; also, technological context of the typewriter can be changed, altered, interpreted: is the case study of famous typewriter converted into gas burner, the work Homage of Leopoldo Maler (Gettyimages, n.d.) in The Hess Collection Winery, Napa Vineyard, inspired by his uncle, an Argentinian writer.
The Voodoo Artifacts
This topic is included in the article due to the famous Arbogast collection of voodoo artefacts (ArtStack, n.d.) mainly because it is quite different from what one would expect from a private collection of this kind, even institutionalized as a museum. The Arbogast collection is vivid and alive, meaning that its artefacts are modern and contemporary made, gathered over three decades, from the areas where voodoo religion is still practiced -in other words, are liturgical artifacts of the present. The scientific outfit and the authenticity of the collection are absolutely impeccable and the presentation catalog could be already considered a milestone for the interdisciplinary area defined by anthropology, art, and multiculturalism.
Apparently, voodoo artifacts are not technological objects, although most of them contain contemporary readymade items -metal objects, glass bottles, strings, textile fragments, etc. But the process of making, overlapping or even identified with the religious ritual, becomes and can be interpreted as a highly spiritualized technology of transposition -a kind of religious, anthropological, psychological and spiritual technology. In this way, the obvious formal analogies with modern and contemporary sculpture are fully justified: the works/sculptures, installations and performance art of Joseph Beuys, art brut and outsider art.
One The work made ultimately counts less than "making the work" (Fréchuret & Davila, 1999: 31 (Muller, 2013: 158) . One of the usual readymade objects currently introduced into the voodoo practice of artifacts-ritual is the padlock. Obviously, the artifact is profoundly symbolic in any culture and civilization and has long penetrated into the collective imagination. However, the practice of voodoo artifacts is an example of creativity, mainly as a sculptural artistic process, as far as this article is concerned. (Muller, 2013: 234) . Todd McLlellan's book, THINGS COME APART -A Teardown manual for modern living has a huge footprint in the online environment. It can be said that it launched a fashion, including in the artistic environment, with direct reference to the process of deconstruction of common, mass produced objects. In this case, the systematic deconstruction of an object is a cognitive and analytical process, followed by a rather artistic and aesthetic interpretation of individual and subjective situations: arranging the component parts in a creative way and in a certain order, followed by the documentation and the photographic interpretation of the ensemble obtained in the elaborated studio process. In other words, it can be interpreted as a sculptural process, performance and much more. (McLellan, 2013: 10) . In our opinion, McLellan's system is a highly creative and well-founded case study suitable for any contemporary course in composition, and not just for contemporary sculpture. It has everything it takes for an educational, creative and artistic training process: the choice of the object identifies the area of interest or the curiosity of the student; deconstruction requires discipline or, on the contrary, destruction or direct fragmentation; the arrangement of fragments in various compositional schemes also indicates the aesthetic preferences or the area of individual interest, the personal research route; the technique of photographic documentation is also the choice of the student; a stage of creative reconstruction, the interpretation of the object, or even a collage of fragments belonging to several artifacts can be introduced, perhaps even a common work by the team. 
Case study. Götz Diergarten -Documentary Style Object
Götz Diergarten photographs architectural objects -facades, beach pavilions, details of subway stations -but in a documentary style photography defined by the originality of vision and perception. The references of his art are recognizable due to his studies with Bernd Becher ("Who Are Hilla", n.d.) in Düsseldorf. Typical architectural structures become sculptural objects in his photographs, defined by the frontal and hieratic, almost totemic vision, the tight composition and the trimming of the documented image, with a strict reference to the object under investigation. The same reference of the Düsseldorf School is also found in the variety of investigated typologies, determining the apparent taxonomic classification of its projects. In one of them, Back to the Roots, there is also a subway station in Bucharest ("Alles so Schön", 2011).
In our opinion, the case study on Götz Diergarten is completed in the article's topics by another German photographer, Ulrich Hensel ("Ulrich Hensel", n.d.); its area of interest and investigation relates also to architectural structures and objects, but on the construction site levelconcrete volumes, textures and colors of building materials that are perceived, documented and interpreted as sculptural objects, painting panels and creative structures. We have at least two perspectives on technology in the context of contemporary visual arts -first, modern transposition technologies, taken directly from the mainstream or even from the research and development area, and second, the traditional industrial technologies, now completely overcome but extensively documented during the 19 th and 20 th centuries. All of these technologies and theirs complete documentation (blueprints, patents, photographs, films, artifacts, etc.) are already cataloged and studied within dedicated archives and specialized collections. Thus they form a permanent cultural reference fund for any contemporary artistic manifestation, especially in an interdisciplinary area. In a constant phenomenon, especially in the last two decades, all major publishing houses edited books that are the result of cultural and artistic trends, from mainstream or underground; the references come from miscellaneous domains, but all relate to contemporary visual arts areas that values from artistic, aesthetic and anthropological point of view a lot of technological artifacts -movie cameras and projectors from the beginning of the 20 th century, steam engines, lighthouses -blueprints and building schemes, optics, etc. -flying machines, iconic design artefacts and countless others. The final conclusion would be that many of these editions -some highly specialized, others for the general cultural audience -can be starting points for courses and workshops in the field of contemporary visual arts, as incipient motivations and illustrative models for interdisciplinary approaches to artistic research area: contemporary art courses and especially master classes. This is the case with the famous collection of movie cameras owned by a famous institution: La Cinémathèque française. (Mannoni, 2016: 2) . Movie cameras, but especially those from the early 20 th century, are perceived today as seductive objects, artifacts producing images and emotions. Always being the symbol of the cutting edge technology of the moment, somewhat similar in terms of mechanical complexity totypewriters, but much more effective in capturing realities and visual language. They are also an essential stage, alongside the typewriters and analog cameras, in the democratization of visual language and communication in general. The evolution of these artifacts is steep and fully integrated anthropologically: printing, typewriting, digital printer, internet, facebook -for the written word. Drawing, painting, analog and digital photography, analog film, cinema, video and digital camera, smartphone. Interestingly, the creative niches -the 6x6 film, the Polaroid, the 8 mm. film, the Lomography, and the related digital variantssmartphone applications, have survived. The Internet -world wide webunified the both media -the written word, the text and the image, through the socialization platforms, guaranteeing the participatory approach, democratic access, and freedom of expression -m obviously with the inherent risks and nuisances -but the price deserves to be ever paid.
All of the artifacts and systems mentioned above represents a contemporary, deeply interdisciplinary and multicultural platform for Visual Arts. The adaptability and extreme modulation of the elements of this platform allow and favors any type of creative experiment -developing concepts, structuring teaching and learning processes, enhancing creativity and testing results.
The specialization within an artistic transposition system (photography/digital image of Ken Boyd 1 ) and the extended investigation of a traditional technological field -the locomotive and especially the steam locomotive -lead to stunning results and exceptional aesthetic valorizations of a traditional technology (yet an area well defined in collective imagination -an anthropological constant, we can say, reffering to the imagery of the steam engine). Every detail of Ken Boyd"s locomotives photographs, from bolts and conduits to sheet metal and windows, is painstakingly evaluated and then digitally edited to enhance luminance, contrast, tonality, and color. The results are images bristling with details not visible in conventional images (Boyd, 2014) .
A very good example of postmodern cultural vision over an outdated technology is the book resulting from the collaboration between the prestigious Thames & Hudson publishing house and The National Archives of London; a rather artistic volume, based on the archive images of the symbol from the global commerce system that built the modern worlda miscellany of lighthouses buildings. Copiously illustrated with engraved blueprints, optical construction schemes of lights and lenses, and all the technology that use to be the high-tech of its time, the book captures anyone with the technological complexity of an architectural structure that has long been a narrative and symbolic landmark in collective imagination, as well as in any 19 th and 20 th century artistic productions. On the one hand, lighthouses had become an integrated practical element in a mature functioning system of global maritime navigation. On the other, they were developing a retro charm, as an established part of the iconography of seaside holidays featured on postcards and railway posters, or welcome landmarks for healthy cliff walkers. Long before the worldwide system of lights entered into its late 20th-century decline, lighthouses had become relics of the past rather than symbols of the future, proud memorials of distant feats of engineering, largely forgotten acts of personal heroism, and a lost way of life (Grant, 2018: 35 (Sudjic, 2014: 155) . However, the story is somewhat more complex about this artifactLogos Universality Mentality Education Novelty December, 2018 Philosophy and Humanistic Sciences Volume 6, Issue 2 although the above quote is perfect for the main topic of our article, it must be said that the helicopter is more than a revolutionary design and technology of its age. The artefact -in fact, its military version served in the Korean and Vietnam Wars, becoming a symbolic image through the news movies, documentaries and motion pictures -not to mention the wellknown MASH -TV series, where the small medical helicopter appears on the generic with its now famous plexiglass bubble cockpit and tail made from aluminum tubes. In the case of designer Ron Arad (http://www.ronarad.co.uk/home/) is proved the ambivalence of relationship between technology and Contemporary Visual Arts -more precisely the sculptural object status through ready-made items. The artist launched his career with a now iconic chair design, the famous Rover Chair (Arad, 1981 (Arad, , 1986 , made from industrial items recovered from the scrapyard. Decades later, a short series of this design was to be made, for which the recovered ready-made items were no longer available, so it needed to be industrially produced and fabricated. The conclusion is somehow amusing -ready-made elements now part of an iconic design based on ready-made concept had to be reproduced within industrial process -a perfect reverse action to the original, creative one. (Sudjic, 2009: 187) .
Extremely useful for contemporary artists are the DIY publicationswhich had, however, reached a level of professionalisation not yet achieved until now, thanks in particular to digital documenting and editing technologies. The documentary and referential value of these books for Contemporary Visual Arts lies in taking over the techniques and technologies of transposition and fabrication, especially in the area of the contemporary sculptural object. A good editorial example are DIY handbooks on the fashion design accessories -bags, shoes, etc., with a level of documentation and detail that reminds somewhat of the famous L'Encyclopédie de Diderot et d'Alembert (n.d.) (Mia & Yip, 2016) .
Any reform of the artistic education system is necessary in the sense of evolving and adapting to the contemporary realities of the labor market, to cultural trends, including subcultures of the underground, concidering that most of it will form tomorrow's mainstream. The main problem with the term of reform is that it has been degraded and looked suspiciously due to almost three decades of usually chaotic changes and slips that have disturbed the entire Romanian educational system. Another premise that partially justifies the present situation in the artistic educational system is the natural evolution from the Academy of Arts statute to the University of Arts situation, from academic protochronism to the standards of an university educational system in a European context. Due to this massive change in status it has been introduced a completely new working concept, the scientific research, partially assimilated under the phrase of artistic research. And all this process of changes, reforms, slips of all kinds and attempts to align with contemporary realities took place amid a dramatic drop in the number of students, the constant diminishing of their professional skills and the much better educational offer by art universities from the European space. The cleavage between institutional educational offer and the level of expectation for the students, formed by the realities of the labor market, is not at all new; the traditional, classical conditioning of the older teaching staff, a kind of well tempered modernity with protochronist references makes it difficult to interact and dialogue with the young generation of students already used with the contemporary phenomenology of pop art, described by Marvel characters, urban graffiti , underground movements, digital revolution, smartphone applications, 3D scanning and printing, social platforms, etc. Academic customs, the study of classical plasters and live model are outdated for them, with a very low level of interest. Interestingly, this type of crisis has already been covered by British art universities since the 1960s.
( (Llewellyn & Williamson, 2015: 10) .
Art education and public engagement
Unlike other areas of university education, Visual Arts have a maximum public exposure, especially in the social media. Usually, Visual Arts are on the bottom of the list when financing is involved, due to traditional social bias, as if it were an elitist activity, highly specialized at the level of the end product -the artistic object: expensive, difficult to understand and digested, intended for a a long-term investment. Quite wrong actually -today the art object is already a consumer object with a rather permissive price tag, due in particular to modern transposition technologies, to diversity and accessibility of potentially artistic materials. About the public access and exposure of exhibitions, things are also changing, especially in the big cities area -visibility is maximized, but through the social media as Facebook, fed by all parts directly involvedartists, visitors and specialized press. One was the enduring perception of art as an elite activity, a view that would make funding art education regressive, as the many would be paying for the few. The other was art education"s transparency: the public could engage with art school output, for example, in the form of degree shows, much more easily than with maths degree these or exam scripts. The cost of this engagement was the disproportionate exposure of art schools to public criticism (Llewellyn & Williamson, 2015: 45) .
The vast majority of today's Art Universities have evolved from a traditional system of Art Academies and Art Schools. However, the University system provides and impose a set of clear quality standards, with specific activities that can not be circumvented in any way based on prior professional expertise and skills: research, in this case artistic research. The organizational culture of the University and research impose to the educational field of Visual Arts to adapt and evolve primarily in intellectual and research areas, based on social and cultural realities and contemporary paradigms. There are already successful European examples in the field of Visual Arts Universities, but also the large mass of the universities that share the same problems: underfinancing, difficulty in adapt and maintaining university standards, protochronism of teaching and learning processes. (...) the new pedagogic practices developed at St Martin"s in the mid 1960s started to promote a fresh but still enduring image for the artist as a species of public intellectual rather than as a studio-based maker of objects (Llewellyn & Williamson, 2015: 23) .
Conclusions
Conclusions from this analysis are not necessarily positive or optimistic. The process of reforming, adapting and evolving the Art Education towards the university organizational culture has already gone for over two decades, at least in the European space. In fact, the essential issue does not imply the reduction or limitation of practical skills teaching and learning, but their adaptation to contemporary realities (traditional and digital technologies, critical thinking, artistic research) through the methods and case studies described above in this article. (...) the seemingly inexorable shift in art education away from manual skills towards an understanding of theory, which is expressed verbally even if it is applied visually. In addition, there has been an unrelenting process over the last twenty or so years, to bring art education within mainstream higher education (Llewellyn & Williamson, 2015: 153-154) .
At this moment, the outcome of mixing the practice of Art Education with the university and research culture is difficult to anticipate, but the solution can only come from within. The institutionalization of artistic research in teaching and learning processes is essential, supported by the practice of critical thinking, not only for students, but for teaching staff. The digitization of teaching and learning, including in studio courses, is quite easy to achieve, at least as on-line references to documentary resources of the Internet, through social media instantly accessed from common deviceslaptop, smartphone, tablet. Innovating traditional transposition technologies by adding creative technologies outdated in post-industrial era (case studies above). Large scale introduction of digital transposition technologies: -3D scanning and printing, CNC, 3D modeling software for tablet and laptop use. Involvement of students in artistic research projects and especially in participatory art projects, a particularly useful trend for contemporary Visual Arts for social involvement and valorisation of intellectual and practical skills for art students. pag. 24 There are still debates in art schools about the balance in the curriculum between instruction in manual skill or process and instruction in communication or theory, and the eventual impact of university and research cultures on art school teaching remains unclear (Llewellyn & Williamson, 2015: 24) .
